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Please be aware that this script has adult
content.

Please be aware that this is part five of an ongoing script; to get the full story
please read books one to nine first.
Mal and Loll is the same person; born in a man’s body, but always struggling
to accept things as they are. Mal pushes herself to the fore and Loll has to
take second place in a life of manic schizophrenia and bizarre circumstances.
Mal gets cancer but decides to fight to the bitter end with anybody and
anything which stands in the way of her pleasure; trouble is it’s not the end but
the beginning.
Scene One WPO (world protection organization, (speaking in secure mode)
Mal and Loll are preparing to go to the planet Zyclon. A captured alien ship is
being prepared and the alien robots have been altered to specific calculations;
they will be used to create more havoc for the cruel uncaring Zyclon’s.
Mal: My new body is extremely strong; and the reaction time is stunning, I am
able to know instantly if someone is about to act angrily, but what about the
robots?
Loll: We are somewhat in the dark as far as that is concerned; the Zyclon Web
is stopping us from accessing many things on the planet. The alien robots that
we have altered were shut down and useless when we found them. Our
technology is no match for the Zyclon technology; they can link into one
another as we know and share their expertise with millions of other Zyclon’s.
They will know in advance when we are approaching in the ship, even with the
Zyclon Web concealment.

Mal: Loll, I have been thinking, I know I’m no match for you as regards deep
thinking, but I think we can dream travel to the Zyclon Astral Planet and then
transfer ourselves to the Physical Planet and into two alien robots.
Loll: I have also thought of that; it was easy enough before the attack on
Zyclon Fifteen but now it will be expected. We could both be trapped in the
robots!
Mal: I know, the only other way is to use the ship and go in attack mode and
then use the torpedo tube shuttle to slip through their defenses; it would be
the only way to get my body through, the other way is to transfer to the robots
again.
Ryon: I have been in mental conference with the higher source and I have
been told that there is another way in which we could stop the Zyclon’s, but it
is a drastic measure!
Loll: I am also accessing it. It is very harsh!
Mal: I approve of it, I know it is harsh, but it is final, and the Zyclon’s will be
stopped once and for all.
Ryon: For the benefit of the other team members, the plan is to locate the
hidden regulator in the ship and alter it so that the ship will travel at the correct
speed and also be invisible to the Zyclon’s, even with their expertise; the ship
will hit the web at the most vulnerable spot and plough into the main
underground power facility, the resulting explosion will trigger another series
of explosions and disable the other power sites, the result will be utter
mayhem. The effect will be like a large meteor hitting the planet, and it will
take just six weeks for the dust cloud to settle all over the Zyclon Web and
stifle everything on the planet.
Loll: I say we vote on it.
Mal: I say we do it; we can’t waste any more time!
Ryon: The higher source knows that there are other people on the planet
besides Zyclon’s.

Mal: Yes, but they are used only for food; they are just fodder for these
monsters!
The other team members all approve of the drastic measure to exterminate
the Zyclon planet of sixty three billion aliens plus billions of other people and
untold numbers of robots.
Ryon: The number of souls moving to the astral plane will be astronomical,
resulting in a huge reincarnation of souls to other bodies on other astral
planets. The astral planet of Zyclon will also be destroyed; this means that
there will be a high distribution of people in the surrounding galaxies
throughout the Universe.
Mal: Most of the aliens will end up in the Hell Worlds, yes?
Ryon: A lot of them will, but believe it or not, there are some aliens who want
change, but the system has been uncaring for so long that it is unlikely ever to
happen. I say we all link hands and pray for a few minutes.
Loll: (suddenly shouts) Hold everything! An alien robot is about to access this
room in fourteen seconds and kill us all; everyone into the side room and lock
it, Mal and I will deal with it, where are the weapons?
Ryon: There are none here, it was thought unnecessary.
Mal: I won’t need any; I can handle this my way.
Everyone exits the room but for Mal who is hiding behind the door. Seconds
later there is a flash of yellow light, the door splinters into pieces and a robot
walks in. Mal swings her arm in the karate fashion, and the robots head falls
to the floor, but the robot is still stood upright, but out of action. Mal shouts for
the team to come back.
Ryon: How did it manage to access our vicinity?
Loll: It was simply told to by the Zyclon’s; they are, even now, linking into our
system, we will have to start the assault as soon as possible. Ryon, start a
security check of all the robots and destroy any alien ones that are still around,

even if they are out of order, be especially watchful of any androids that may
be vulnerable to alien influence. Mal and I will go with the ship to Zyclon and
supervise things; we can then transfer to the Zyclon Moon 132 and observe.
Ryon: I am receiving a message from the higher source; the Zyclon’s have
started to exterminate the people on Fedrel (Zyclon fifteen) en mass; the
same is true of the other Zyclon controlled planets.
Mal: Let’s get going! How long will it take us to get there, Loll?
Ryon: I am receiving messages from the higher source. The Zyclon’s have
activated ancient booby traps which were placed on all the worlds which they
conquered; the higher source didn’t know about these things for some, as yet,
unknown reason, they will be triggered in twelve hours hours if we don’t
comply with their wishes.
Loll: It will take us longer than that to reach Zyclon!
Mal: It’s no use asking their terms; but we have to play for time.
Loll: There is only one way to play this, we will have to travel there by dream
travel and then transfer into robots.
Mal: I won’t be able to use my concealment training though!
Loll: Yes, you will, because I will pretend to be you and I will let them catch me.
Mal: I don’t like this; you could be tortured!
Loll: I have knowledge of the technique of mind torture, I can overcome it.
Mal: I still don’t like it.
Ryon: I’m afraid it’s our only hope, there is no time to waste; aliens have
started mass exterminations on all of the Zyclon occupied planets.

Loll: Mal, please accompany me to the lightbook room, we will simply look into
it with a calm mind and we will blend together even more, but still be separate
yet united; then we will sleep and transfer together to the Government HQ on
Zyclon, I have all the information we need as to the various places we will be
accessing. Ryon, please stay in the secure sections of the base and don’t
send any messages to us, we will rely on the higher source for all messages.
Deria the elfin princess is going to be our inner guide also; she will be totally
unreachable by the Zyclon’s.
Ryon: I will instruct the ship to be underway as soon as possible.
Loll: Yes, please take care, farewell.
Ryon: You go with our blessings, farewell.
Mal and Loll move to the lightbook room for training and then to their room to
sleep.
Mal: I want you to move into Kevin the robot and have sex with me.
Loll: What? I thought you would be above that by now!
Mal: Well, I’m not!
Loll: We are the same person!
Mal: I know, but we can still split ourselves in two; that is the beauty of our
relationship, is it not?
Loll: I can’t, maybe you should just have sex with the robot and I will in
meditation.
Mal: Forget it! Let’s go.
Scene two Zyclon Planet, Physical and Astral:

Mal and Loll sleep together and move into the dream worlds and then transfer
to Zyclon in the physical to access the alien robots which Deria has chosen for
them. Mal’s robot is stationed in the inner complex where the operations room
is sited and Loll’s robot is in the government planning department which is a
short distance away. Loll directs his robot to the computer room and takes out
his laser gun; he presses the fire button and swings the yellow beam through
the computer terminals and carries on round the room blasting robots and
aliens together; he calmly walks to the door and aims the beam at the ceiling
and the roof falls in from the floor above plus the other two floors. Loll is
pinned to the ground by debris. Loll knows he is about to be captured by the
Zyclon Web trained Astral Entity Androids; he is taken to the Zyclon Astral
Planet and incarcerated in a special astral cell for torture.
Mal is aware of what has happened to Loll; she has to keep calm.
Alien Leader: You are the person who has committed atrocities on our soil
and our people.
Loll: I am Mal, so go and throw yourself off the roof!
Alien Leader: You will be tortured to a high degree; you will be in constant
pain as though you were in an eternal fire.
Loll: If I was free I would rip your head off.
Alien Leader: Your plans to destroy our world has come to nothing; we will
repair all the damage in a short time, your Earth will now be totally eliminated
as a human world.
Loll: Go away, ugly; I am tired of seeing your stupid looking face.
Loll sits down in meditation and gets ready to endure whatever is his fate.
Mal: Deria is now visible to Mal; she informs Mal to follow her to the central
power room and computer terminal. Mal has to first blast the robots and aliens
who are in the operations room, an alarm goes off, Mal can also hear the siren
from Loll’s work; she has to be quick, she grabs an extra laser gun from one
of the robots and marches out into the corridor where she blasts any robots
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